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TV NETWORKS LOOKING TO OOH TO BOOST RATINGS   
EXEC: ‘REAL VIEWING’ IS VERIFIED AND MEASURED
  The Super Bowl is TV’s most-watched annual event, but 
would any network executive bet on counting more people to 
watch in an age when viewers are moving to streaming video 
and mobile devices?
  CBS will. Variety reports the network believes it could see 
a 10 percent to 12 percent lift in total viewers – “if not more” 
– for its 2021 broadcast of Super Bowl LIII, 
says Radha Subramanyam, chief research 
and analytics officer for CBS Corp.
  Her optimism is buoyed by the fact that 
starting in the fall of next year, TV’s national 
Nielsen ratings will include people viewing 
programs “out of home,” in places like 
restaurants, hotel rooms and at other people’s 
houses. At a time when TV ratings are eroding season after 
season as TV viewers latch on to new services like Netflix 
and Hulu, the move could send some ratings levels spiking 
upwards. “It’s real viewing,” says Subramanyam. “It’s 
measured. It’s verified. And it is what the whole industry is 
going to start transacting on in the fall of 2020.”
  Nielsen says that after many years of testing technology 
and measurement systems, it’s ready to integrate OOH 
viewing into its national TV ratings. “Brands, agencies and 
TV networks have always been aware that TV viewing 
happens away from the home – at places like airports, the 
office, bars and watch parties – and today there is a broader 
understanding of the amount of out of home viewing that 
exists,” Scott N. Brown, head of product, TV & Audio, at 
Nielsen, said via email.
  “In fact, some networks in the sports genre see approximately 
11 percent of their total audience on average comprised of 
out of home viewing. Similarly, on average, 7 percent of news 
audiences are coming from out-of-home sources, all of which 
underscores the importance of capturing these audiences in 
the ratings.”
  Nielsen has already told networks it intends to start counting 
OOH audiences in local markets starting in October, but has 
indicated those numbers will not affect national ratings.
  The 2020 move will help moderate years of debate over 
whether TV ratings truly reflect the audiences who have 
tuned in to watch the programs they measure. For years, TV 
networks have maintained that much of their viewership – 
especially for live events and important news broadcasts – 
isn’t being counted because the national ratings don’t include 
viewers watching in places other than their own living rooms.
  An influx of audience could not come at a more critical 
moment. TV ratings continue to sink. According to Nielsen, 
only 10 primetime broadcast shows in the 2018-2019 TV 
season mustered an increase in the 18-49 demo, which is 
most coveted by advertisers in scripted programming. The 
dynamic has created an awkward interaction between the 
networks and their advertisers, who continue to flock heavily 
to TV due to questions about measurement of and quality of 
content in digital media venues.

ADVERTISER NEWS
  Fred’s efforts to restructure and turn around its business 
have failed, Chain Store Age reports. The Memphis, Tenn.-
based discount retailer has filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection, with plans to shutter all its operations. Fred’s has 
begun liquidation sales at all its stores, which are expected 
to close over the next 60 days. It expects to continue 

filling pharmacy prescriptions at most of 
its pharmacy locations as it pursues the 
sale of its pharmacies as part of the court-
supervised proceedings... Coca-Cola’s 
Fanta is moving its ads to digital from linear 
TV to reach its Generation Z target market, 
Digiday reports. Digital video on YouTube 
and Vevo is a part of the strategy, which also 

includes social channels and out-of-home placements. “By 
utilizing digital platforms that offer two-way conversations, 
you can both build stronger relationships with these brand 
loyalists and spark bespoke dialogue with new, potential 
consumers and be more relevant to these groups,” Eleven’s 
Michele Sileo notes... Target will roll out Target Circle next 
month, a nationwide loyalty program that will give shoppers 
who don’t use their Target RedCards 1 percent credits 
toward future purchases, according to USA Today. RedCard 
users will continue to receive 5 percent back on each 
purchase, and all members will get additional perks as well 
as be able to vote to help direct Target’s charitable giving... 
Workout wear retailer Lululemon is in global growth mode 
with plans to open about 30 stores outside of North America 
this year, Modern Retail reports. The retailer is taking a local 
approach as it expands into new markets, with e-commerce 
sites tailored to each new market and fitness events to draw 
consumers in... Ace Hardware has acquired Colorado-
based home-repair services franchise Handyman Matters 
as part of its plan to expand into the “do it for me” segment, 
President and CEO John Venhuizen said... Walmart has 
created a new package of employee perks including tuition 
subsidies, college credit and free SAT and ACT prep classes 
in a push to hire more high school students, CNBC reports. 
Teens are attractive employees because they’re often easier 
to train and less costly to employ, and other companies 
including Chipotle, Disney, McDonald’s and Starbucks 
have also added benefits to court this group... Amazon 
will host job fairs in six U.S. markets next week to fill more 
than 30,000 permanent positions, from hourly warehouse 
workers to software engineers earning six-figure salaries. 
The Associated Press says the hiring effort isn’t part of the 
ramp-up for the holidays, but a move to fill a growing number 
of permanent jobs in a tight labor market... Since ending its 
relationship with Amazon, FedEx has focused on serving 
e-commerce customers such as Walmart, Target, Shopify 
and Wish. Business Insider reports FedEx delivered 55 
percent of Walmart’s packages in the second quarter and 
is partnering with the retailer on in-store locations where 
customers can pick up and ship packages.
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HOLIDAY SHOPPING: IT’S A SIX-MONTH SEASON
  A new study suggests retailers should already have all 
channels ready for holiday shopping. And sooner rather 
than later, Chain Store Age reports.
  Holiday shopping is now a six-month season, according 
to key U.S. findings from a global consumer study by digital 
marketing platform Bazaarvoice. Almost 20 percent of 
respondents reported to have started their shopping as 
early as mid-summer during “Black Friday in July” sales, 
while 29 percent will start in early fall.
  Black Friday still dominates the shopping season, with 
the plurality of respondents (37%) saying they will complete 

the bulk of their holiday shopping that 
day, followed by Cyber Monday (19%). 
Almost two-thirds say they will complete 
the majority of their holiday shopping 
online. However, more than one-third 
(37%) say they will complete the bulk of 
their purchases in-store, and 36 percent 
will complete the majority or entirety of 
their shopping at a mall.
  According to the study, consumers’ 
biggest complaints with online holiday 
shopping are lengthy shipping times and 
slow order fulfillment (43%), followed by 
difficulty deciding between brand and 

product options (39%). The biggest in-store complaints are 
long checkout lines (75%) and messy/overcrowded stores 
(61%).

ANTHEM SPORTS PURCHASES STAKE IN AXS TV
  Anthem Sports and Entertainment, on the prowl for 
scale-building assets over the past several months, has 
agreed to purchase a majority interest in AXS TV and 
HDNet, two cable channels owned and created by internet 
guru Mark Cuban, in a deal that will substantially boost the 
reach of the fledgling sports and entertainment networks, 
Multichannel News reports.
  With AXS TV and HDNet, Anthem will be available in 
about 150 million homes worldwide, including about 110 
million homes served by MVPDs in the U.S. and Canada, 
Anthem founder and CEO Leonard Asper said. Anthem’s 
networks were previously available in about 45 million 
homes in the U.S. and Canada.
  Cuban will remain an equity participant of the combined 
company, and the investors have brought in another 
content heavyweight — TV personality, producer and 
investor Steve Harvey, who will also receive a board seat 
with the new entity.

CONSUMER BORROWING POSTS $23.3B GAIN
  U.S. consumer borrowing surged in July at its fastest pace 
since late 2017, driven by a big jump credit card use, The 
Associated Press reports. Consumer borrowing increased 
by $23.3 billion in July after a $13.8 billion advance in June, 
the Federal Reserve reported yesterday. It was the biggest 
monthly gain since a $29.9 billion jump in November 2017.
  The large July gain was led by a sizable increase in 
borrowing in the category covering credit cards, which rose 
by $10 billion in July after having fallen by $186 million 
in June. Borrowing in the category that covers auto and 
student loans also posted a sizable gain, rising by $13.3 
billion in July following a $14 billion June increase.
  The July increase pushed total consumer credit to a record 
$4.1 trillion. The Fed’s monthly credit report does not cover 
mortgages or any other debt secured by real estate.
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CABLENET CHATTER
  Sunday’s men’s championship at the U.S. Open – Rafael 
Nadal outlasting Daniil Medvedev in five sets for his 19th 
Major title – earned a 2.0 overnight rating for the five-hour, 
15-minute telecast, ESPN’s best since 2015 and up 33 
percent from a 1.5 last year. The rating peaked at 3.1 at 9-9:15 
PM (ET), during the closing moments of the match. The 2015 
men’s championship featured Novak Djokovic defeating 
Roger Federer and garnered a 2.4 overnight rating. For the 
tournament, ESPN averaged a 1.1 overnight rating across 
ESPN and ESPN2, up 38 percent from a 0.8 a year ago and 
equaling its best ever, in 2015... The Lifetime original movie 
The College Admissions Scandal will 
premiere on Saturday, Oct. 12 at 8 PM 
(ET). Penelope Ann Miller (Riverdale), 
Mia Kirshner (Star Trek: Discovery) and 
Michael Shanks (Stargate: Atlantis) star 
in the film, which follows the real-life story 
of more than 50 wealthy and elite families 
that tried to cheat the college admissions 
system... The documentary series Hip 
Hop: The Songs That Shook America 
will debut on AMC on Sunday, Oct. 13 at 12 
AM (ET). Each of the six episodes focuses 
on a groundbreaking song pivotal to the 
evolution of American music and culture... 
Season 2 of the USA drama The Purge will open Tuesday, 
Oct. 15 at 9 PM (ET). The new season will explore how a 
single Purge night affects the lives of four interconnected 
characters over the course of the ensuing year... Viewers 
will have to ante up $9.99 per month to watch BET’s new 
BET+ digital streaming service when it launches on Sept. 19, 
the network says. The African-American-targeted service, 
created by BET Networks and Tyler Perry Studios, will 
feature more than 1,000 hours of premium content, including 
new original content from Perry as well as other producers. 
The network’s $9.99 price tag is higher than Walt Disney’s 
Disney+ subscription video on demand service, which will 
retail at $6.99 when it debuts in November. WarnerMedia 
has yet to announce a subscription price for its HBO Max 
service, set to launch later this year.

REPORT: RISK OF AD FRAUD $22.4B GLOBALLY
  While advertisers and agencies can’t eliminate dangerous 
and destructive content online on their own, they do have a 
role to play as they also work to avoid misspending money 
and inviting regulations that could hurt business, GroupM 
said in a new report on brand safety.
  The giant media buyer estimates that the risk of ad fraud 
for marketers is $22.4 billion globally, with the average fraud 
accounting for 10.8 percent of spending.
  In the U.S., ad fraud adds up to $2.496 billion, according to 
GroupM. The biggest market for fraud is China at $18.675 
billion. “Not only is this a concern about wasting their 
shareholders’ money, but also about the moral and ethical 
issues of funding harmful and illegal practices such as digital 
piracy and crime syndicates,” the report stated.
  Some big marketers are taking action against ad fraud. The 
most recent high-profile incident involves Uber suing five ad 
networks for squandering tens of millions of dollars on low-
quality or fraudulent inventory, GroupM noted.

Conan O’Brien

California Fun Fact: 
50 percent of our land 
is under yoga mats.


